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1 - chapter 1:The meeting

It was just another boring day in New Domino City for a girl named Tenshi Yuki. She was walking down
the street as she walked into the New D wheel's shop. "What is wrong with people I could make a D
wheel cheaper than one of these. It would probably run better too." Tenshi roared as she inspect the D
wheels.>_<
Tenshi walked out of the shop and continued her way down the street as she kicked a can along the
way.
Just then Tenshi's cell phone went off.
*Beep,Beep*
"Tenshi, here talk to me."
"Hey, Tenshi it's Sora. How are ya?"
"Bored and angry."
"Tenshi why don...."
*Cresh!*
"What the..."
"Hello....Sora."
*Beep,Beep*
"Damn static"
"And my parents wonder why I want a new phone."
Tenshi headed home to take it easy. Tenshi finally gets to her room and lays down on the bed and then
the phone rings.
*Grrrrr* Tenshi moans as she picks up the phone.
"Hello"
"Hello, Tenshi"
"Oh hey"
"Tenshi I was wondering could you watch Leo and Luna today."
"Sure, I'll leave now if it will help."

Meanwhile.....

Leo and Luna were down stairs playing as Yusei came in from the garage.
"Hey, Yusei how's the D wheel coming?"Luna asked.
"Better but it needs more work...." Yusei trailed off.
Then the phone rang and Luna answered it.
"Hello."
"Hi,mom,what's going on."
"Well your father and I won't be home for a few weeks. So I thought I'd tell you Tenshi will be coming to
take care of you. Later bye-bye."
Luna hangs up the phone.
"Who was that?"
"Mom, and Tenshi is coming."
"What?"



Leo then ran up stairs.
"What was that about?" Yusei asked.
"Leo has a crush on Tenshi."
Leo stopped dead in his tracks.
"I DO NOT!!!"
"Leo."
"All right maybe a little."
"Leo she's like Yusei's age."
"Hey I'm maturer."
Luna starts laughing and Yusei clears his throat.
"Sure you are Leo."Yusei chuckled.
Then there was a knock at the door.
Luna opens the door.
"Hello Luna."
"Hey,Tenshi."Luna greeted.
Tenshi looks up to see a boy with black and gold streaks and blue eyes.
"So you must be Tenshi." Yusei said as he whipped his hands clean of grease and oil.
"Um...yes...and you are?"
"My name is Yusei,Yusei Fudo."
"Yeah, this is Yusei the best Turbo Duelist in the whole world!" Leo yelled.
"You missed a spot of grease." Tenshi said as she walked into the kitchen.
"huh?"*blink,blink,blink*

LATER THAT NIGHT......

Tenshi was finishing dinner for Luna and Leo.Tenshi decided to take Yusei's dinner to him rather he
wanted it or not.So Tenshi headed to the garage and opened the door to the garage. She dropped the
tray at the site she saw a shirtless Yusei.o//////o
Yusei looked at Tenshi and blushed deeply.
Yusei P.O.V.(earlier)
I decide to go back to the garage to work on my D wheel while Tenshi started to make dinner.
Leo P.O.V.
"Come on Luna let's have a duel."
"Shouldn't you be doing homework like Tenshi said."
"Ah,come on just a short one."
"*Sigh*oh fine."
Later on during their duel
"brr it's so cold in here."
Leo said as he turned up the heat.
Yusei P.O.V.
I was tuning up the speed no my duel runner as I started to get hot.
"Well Tenshi,Leo,and Luna aren't here." Yusei mutter to himself as he took off his jacket, shirt, and
gloves. I got back to work on my duel runner as I heard the garage door open. Then I heard a crash. I
turned around to see Tenshi standing in the door way and she was red as a cherry. I didn't notice it
before but Tenshi is really beautiful. As I'm looking at her I notice all those little things From her long



dark brown hair with the light brown high light and her deep brown eyes. I couldn't help but blush as well.

Tenshi then snaps out of her shock as she heard Yusei's voice suddenly.
"Here let me help you with that."
"N-n-no let m-me it's f-fine."
"Are you sure"
"Y-yes."
Tenshi gather the broken glass and food.
"S-sorry Yusei."
"It's okay accidents happen."
Tenshi went back to the kitchen and threw away the broken glass and food.
Yusei came in a few minutes later wearing his shirt, jacket, and gloves.
" I going now."
"Aww, come on can't you stay Yusei."
Yusei smiled at Leo complaint.
"Yeah, Yusei stay the night its late. Please Tenshi you don't want Yusei to go do you." Luna said.
"I...well its not up to me Luna."
"*Sigh*Alright but just tonight.All right?"
"Alright!" Leo and Luna cheered.
Later Leo and Luna were watching a movie on T.V. Yusei offered to watch the twins while Tenshi
cleaned up the kitchen.
Tenshi finished in the kitchen and walked into the living room to see Leo and Luna about to fall a
sleep.But Yusei was sitting on the couch looking bored. The movie ended 15 minute later.
"All right it's time for bed."
"Aww, come on Tenshi I'm not even tired."
Tenshi smiled.
"Leo, its 11 o'clock I think that's more than fair."
Leo and Luna went up stairs to go to bed.
Tenshi's Thoughts
(Great, now I'm stuck alone with him and I still can't stop thinking about earlier to make things worse.
-/////- )
Yusei's Thoughts
(I wonder what Tenshi is thinking.Does she like me or does hate me? What was her life like,what kind of
person she is?)
Tenshi looked back at Yusei to see him laying down on the couch with his eyes closed and his arms
behind his head and his boots hanging off the end of the couch trying to sleep.
Tenshi Thoughts
(Aww, Yusei looks so cute when he's a sleep all most like a little kid^//_//^)
Tenshi smiles and goes to bed in the spare room.

2 weeks later

Tenshi was still at Leo and Luna's home. They were in the living room helping Luna and Leo with math
homework.
"Ah, what's the point in all this!" Leo yelled.



"Leo" Tenshi sighed.
Tenshi then heard the door open and close.
"Yusei-nis-San"Leo yelled.
"Hey there Leo."
"Hey Yusei"Luna and Tenshi greeted.
"Oh,hey,sorry I hope I'm not interrupting anything important."Yusei smirked.
"You really love torching me."
"Who...me.Never." Yusei smirked.
"Uh.huh.So why are you here during there math lesson."
"Oh was that to day?"
"Yes I told you that yesterday."-_-'
"Really, I don't recall."
"You are a thorn in my side."
"You know what the say every rose has its thorn."
"Yeah and every thorn has its pain in the @$$."
*Yusei anime fall*
Tenshi smiles at herself and Yusei reaction. Yusei and Tenshi have been going back and forth teasing
each other for the last two weeks.
"So...how long you think their going to go at it this time?" Luna asked.
"Don't know let's go outside and have a duel they should be done by then."Leo said.
"alright"
Tenshi and Yusei continued their "conversion" going back and forth for another hour. Yusei suddenly
Yusei grabs Tenshi's shoulders and kisses her and she's shocked beyond belief.
"mm...."
Yusei wraps his arms around Tenshi's waist and deepens the kiss.

Leo and Luna's P.O.V
"huh?"
"What's wrong Luna?"
"They suddenly stopped."
"Isn't that a good thing?"
"I don't know. They usually quite down and then Tenshi yells I don't have time for this. "
"Let's go check it out"
"Ok"
Leo and Luna went back to the living room to see Yusei and Tenshi kissing.
"Yusei and Tenshi are kissing." Leo and Luna gasped.
Yusei and Tenshi stopped kissing and turned around.
"I...uh...um"
"I knew you liked Yusei." Luna said.
"Yusei and Tenshi sitting in a tree..."
Tenshi cover Leo and Luna's mouth.
Tenshi's Thoughts
(boy I'm glad their not triplets.)

Later that day
Leo and Luna finished their homework and decided to spy on Tenshi and Yusei. Tenshi was watching



Yusei tuning his Duel Runner. Yusei started his Duel Runner and the engine started to smoke.
"What's wrong with Yusei's Duel Runner?"
"I took a few wires."
"You can't do that,Leo."
"Yes I can."
"What's wrong?" Tenshi asked.
"Not sure."
Yusei takes a look and sees some wires missing.
"That's odd."
"Hmm?"
"There's wires missing but, I don't know how."
"Can I see?"
"Um...sure but I'm not sure there's much you can do."
Tenshi took a look at it.
Tenshi Thoughts
(Hmm,it seems the wires were ripped out. Not only that but there all most impossible to find. )
"Well, looks like the wires were torn out."
"Leo you baka now were gonna get in trouble."
"I know someone who can get these X52 engine wires."
"Really now."
"Yeah we can go later."
Then Yusei phone started to ring.
"Hello..."-_-'
"Hello, Yusei, How's the Duel Runner! "
Click
"What was that about?"
"My sponsor...">_<
"Oh..."
CRASH
Yusei and Tenshi turned around to see Leo and Luna fell though the doorway.
"Leo,Luna, where you spying on us?"
"Um...no"-_--_-
Then Leo and Luna ran.Yusei looked a little annoyed by Leo and Luna.Tenshi just smiled at how childish
those two were acting.Yusei huffed and muttered to himself.



2 - Turbo Duel Sponsor

Yusei and Tenshi went to visit Yusei's sponsor after she called for a second time. At the main office in
the tower a woman at the desk called in the boss on the phone.
"Here she wants to talk to you."
Yusei took the phone away from the woman.
"Yes..."
"GET YOUR @$$ IN HERE NOW YUSEI FUDO!!!!!!!!!"
Click
"Ahh, gees!"
Yusei and Tenshi walked into the office and the next thing Yusei knew he was hit over the head with a
metal rod.
"What the hell is wrong with you?!"
"You never hang up on me, do you hear me!"
"Hardly.... Kaida."
"Yusei I half a mind to.... (Gasp) TENSHI!"
Kaida ran over to Tenshi and gave her a big hug.
"Oh Tenshi you've grown so much since the last time I saw you."
Yusei stared at Tenshi and Kaida.
"What the bloody hell did I miss."
"Oh right Tenshi is my goddaughter cause I've know her mother for like ever."
"You never told me Kaida was your godmother."
"Well I didn't know she was your sponsor."
"Why would it matter, Yusei?"
"Um...no reason."
"Hmm? Could it be that Tenshi's your girlfriend."
"I.... well....I....mean." Yusei and Tenshi struggled.
"I'm right, huh?"
"Shut up!" Yusei yelled.
"Is that the kind of thanks I get from saving you from the forcility." Kaida yells as she chases Yusei with a
metal rod.
"What is wrong with you lady!"
BAM!!
"Yusei are you ok?" Tenshi asked.
Yusei mutters as he gets up dizzily.
"Ah...that hurt"
"Don't ever talk back to me, Yusei!"
"Yeah, Yeah. Anyway can we go now."
"Fine but don't forget that Turbo Duel XP. "



3 - An Accident

Yusei and Tenshi left and headed back to Tenshi's place.
"Um... Tenshi I thought you said we were going to get the parts for my runner."
"We are just trust me."
Yusei looked confused as they walked into the garage.
"Hi mom."
A woman with black hair, brown eyes and rectangle shaped glasses turned around.
YUSEI'S THOUGHTS
(MOM! WHAT THE HELL? WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?!)
"Oh, hello Tenshi who's your friend?" Amaya asked happily.
"This is Yusei I was wondering if you had any X52 Engine wires."
"Sure no problem." ^_^
Amaya got up from her seat and opened a cabinet with a box of wires. Then she pulled out red, blue,
and black wires. Then Amaya handed the wires to Tenshi.
"There you go Tenshi that should do just fine."
"Um... I don't mean to sound rude or anything, but how did you get those types of wires, I mean there
almost impossible to find anymore."
" No, not for me I came up with the idea for the D-Wheel and gave the idea to Seto Kaiba."
"You never told me that, Tenshi." O_o
"You never asked me, Yusei."
"So Tenshi is this your boyfriend?"
"M-mom!"
Yusei's Thoughts
(Is it really the obvious?)
"Yeah, mom..."
Then Amaya leaves to get back to work. Tenshi and Yusei are left alone in the garage.
"Well we should probably fix the runner now." Tenshi said.
"All right."
Tenshi and Yusei started to install the X52 wires for the engine. Yusei and Tenshi finished fixing the
runner.
" There all done."
"Good so now what do you wanna do, Yusei?"
Yusei smirked and walked over to Tenshi and wrapped his arms around her waist.
"Oh, I don't know." Yusei whispered in Tenshi's ear.
Tenshi blushed deeply as she felt Yusei's hot breath hit her ear. She took one step back and slipped on
oil.
"Ahh!"
BAM!
"Tenshi, are you ok?"
"I'd be better if you weren't like straddling my hips."
"Heh, heh, s-sorry Tenshi."
Yusei tries to get up off Tenshi as Hikari walks in on Yusei and Tenshi.
"Oh my god, Yusei." O_o



"Ah Hikari it's not what you think I swear!" Yusei panicked.
"Yeah, right."
"Hikari, it's my fault I slipped on some oil and I dragged Yusei down when I fell."
"Really?"
"YES!" Yusei and Tenshi yelled.
"Ok!" ^_^



4 - Forbidden Love

Yusei and Tenshi for all most 5 months but Tenshi's father was still clueless about it. Laughing could be
heard from the garage. Yusei's husky laughter echoing off the garage walls.
"Ha, ha Tenshi. Thanks I needed that."
"Ha, ha. So Yusei how's the Turbo dueling going?" Tenshi asked as she sat on the worktable next to
Yusei chair.
"Good, but it would be going better if Kaida stopped bashing my head in with a metal rod."
Yusei stood up rubbing the back of his head. Tenshi then got this I-have-an-idea-look. Tenshi walks up
to Yusei wraps her arms around his neck and kisses him. Yusei a little taken off by Tenshi's forwardness
at first. Yusei then brakes the kiss off then he wraps his arms around Tenshi's waist. Then Yusei gives
Tenshi a passionate kiss. Then the next thing Yusei and Tenshi hear is the door to the garage slam
open.
"What the hell is going on here!" Jaden yelled.
Tenshi whips her head around and sees her father with angry eyes starring at Yusei.
"D-dad"
Yusei's Thoughts
(Dad? Ah crap! This is not going to end well.)
Tenshi was lost for words because Tenshi knew when he was mad it was serious. For he was usually a
love-able goofball.
Jaden then snapped and took a hold of Tenshi's arm and pulled her away from Yusei.
"You are not to come anywhere near my daughter! Leave now!" Jaden yelled at Yusei in anger.
"Yusei..." Tenshi cried.
YUSEI'S P.O.V.
I didn't understand what was happening I felt this pain deep inside of me. It was the most painful thing
I've ever felt. Then when Tenshi's father yelled at me to leave and I looked at Tenshi with a pained look.
She looked back at me with pain in her wet eyes. I gave her a look promising to come back no matter
what.
END P.O.V.
Yusei's runner echoed down the streets until Tenshi could no longer hear it. Tenshi turned to her father
tears threatening to fall as she pulled her arm away.
"I hate you!" Tenshi yelled as she ran up stairs to her room. She slammed the door to her room and
locked it.

Meanwhile......

Yusei was riding his Duel runner around the city trying to think of a way to see Tenshi. Yusei slowed
down to a stop as he saw his good old friends Crow and Jack.
"Hey Yusei! Huh? Man, are you ok you look like you were just kicked to the curve?" Crow asked.
"I don't really want to talk about it."
"Come it can't be that bad."
"*Sigh* My girlfriend's father hates me and has forbid me to ever see her again."
"Oh, I'm sorry, Yusei."



Later That Night...

Tenshi was still crying in her room her tears staining her pillow. Tenshi whipped her eyes as her father
knocked on the door.
"Tenshi open this door!"
Tenshi looked at the door in anger. Tenshi turn up her music to drown out her father. Tenshi lay back
down on her bed and cried herself to sleep.

YUSEI'S P.O.V. (MIDNIGHT)

I was determined to see Tenshi again even if it killed me. I was riding my runner up two about three
blocks away from Tenshi's place. I pushed my runner the rest of the way so not to wake anyone up. I
saw the tree next to Tenshi's room I could hear our favorite song "naturally" blaring though her window. I
smiled to myself I then began to climb the tree. My foot slips a couple times though. I finally reached the
balcony outside Tenshi's room. I walked in to see Tenshi sound a sleep. I sat down on her bed carefully
trying not to wake her. Seeing her tear stained face caused the pain to surge thou me again. I took my
gloves of and stroked her cheek with the back of my hand. Her face was still wet with tears.

TENSHI'S P.O.V.
I felt soft hands stroking my cheek soothingly I opened my eyes slowly my vision still blurry from crying. I
squeezed my eyes shut one last time. My vision began to become clear and I saw him my shooting star,
my Yusei. He smiled down at me as he spoke.
"So you're a wake."
I heard his husky voice. I smiled back up at him. A weak smiled but he saw it all the same.
"Yeah, I missed you."
I heard Yusei chuckle right before he kissed me. Yusei put so much in that one kiss, love, longing,
passion, and needing?
The kiss made me fell weak. I began to tug at Yusei jacket. Yusei broke the kiss and chuckled once
again.
"What's so funny?"
"Just you, I mean you look so cute."
I blushed and turned my head away.

YUSEI'S P.O.V.

I looked at Tenshi I smiled and I laid down on her other side. Putting my jacket on the chair next to her
bed. Then I laid back down putting my hands behind my head exposing the muscles in my arms. I saw
her blushing but with soft eyes but, instead of turning away she laid her head on my chest right above
my heart. I wrapped my left arm around her waist. As I fell a sleep.
When I woke up Tenshi's clock said it was 7:00 a.m.
(Ah crap! Tenshi's parents will be up soon. Not only that but if I don't get back home in 15 minutes Kaida
will kill me. >_< )
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